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Figure 1: FitByte was trained and validated using data collected in ﬁve unconstrained situations: (from left to right) in a lunch meeting, watching TV, grabbing
and consuming a quick snack from a cafe, exercising in a gym, and hiking outdoors.

ABSTRACT

CCS Concepts

In an attempt to help users reach their health goals and practitioners understand the relationship between diet and disease,
researchers have proposed many wearable systems to automatically monitor food consumption. When a person consumes
food, he/she brings the food close to their mouth, take a sip
or bite and chew, and then swallow. Most diet monitoring
approaches focus on one of these aspects of food intake, but
this narrow reliance requires high precision and often fails
in noisy and unconstrained situations common in a person’s
daily life. In this paper, we introduce FitByte, a multi-modal
sensing approach on a pair of eyeglasses that tracks all phases
of food intake. FitByte contains a set of inertial and optical
sensors that allow it to reliably detect food intake events in
noisy environments. It also has an on-board camera that opportunistically captures visuals of the food as the user consumes
it. We evaluated the system in two studies with decreasing
environmental constraints with 23 participants. On average,
FitByte achieved 89% F1-score in detecting eating and drinking episodes.

•Human-centered computing → Ubiquitous and mobile
computing design and evaluation methods; •Applied computing → Consumer health;
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INTRODUCTION

To understand the relationship between diet and health, nutritionists and users often rely on user-maintained food journals.
Monitoring diet involves three main questions: (1) whether
the user is eating [13, 15]; (2) what is the user eating [20, 36]
; (3) how much is the user eating [10, 32]. Maintaining such
detailed information can be intimidating and users often miss
recording their foods on time or forget what they ate earlier
in the day [16, 18]. As a solution, many researchers have
developed wearables to automatically monitor diet. These
proposed systems usually work well in relatively-constrained
environments, but there are three main unsolved challenges:
(1) usable performance in the user’s environment has been
elusive; (2) many food types are hard to detect (such as liquids
and soft foods); and (3) the wearable sensors and the machine
learning models do not generalize across users.
A primary reason for these challenges is the gap between the
noise in training and test data used to train a machine learning model. A model trained on clean data collected in a lab
does not generalize adequately for data from a noisy environment. Although a number of recent efforts have tried to
address this challenge, it is still hard to collect training data in
completely unconstrained settings. Moreover, most diet monitoring wearables detect one of the actions that occur during
food intake; e.g., hand movement while bringing the food to
the mouth [13, 29], biting and chewing [5, 36], or swallowing
[25, 33]. These approaches often fail when there is no clear,
repetitive hand movement (e.g., user using a straw), or when
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the user consumes liquids or soft foods (e.g., yogurt, ice cream,
soup) [4, 19]. Also, regular hand-to-mouth/face gestures are
not always associated with food intake (e.g., smoking, face
scratching, adjusting glasses). Thomaz et al. found that wide
variation in how users perform the hand-to-mouth gesture
makes it difﬁcult to build generalizable models [29]. Thus, it
is attractive to detect all actions associated with consuming
food but performing such a task from a single wearable has
not been attempted yet.
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7 eating episodes. In future, we plan to show FitByte’s inferences and captured visuals on the user’s phone. At the end of
the day, the users will be able to browse through the inferences
and recall what they ate. Our results show that the users, on
average, will get less than one false positive per day. Given
FitByte will include a visual for the inferred meal, the users
will be able to ﬁlter out false inferences quickly. To evaluate
the clarity of the visuals captured, we recruited two volunteers who correctly identiﬁed the food type in 57 out of 62
meals/snacks. Finally, we conducted a preliminary assessment
of FitByte’s perceived privacy and social acceptability aspects
through semi-structured interviews with study participants.
The main contributions of this work are:
1. The design and implementation of sensor-equipped eyeglasses that monitor all actions of food intake from a single
wearable.

Figure 2: FitByte hardware. The device has one camera, one proximity
sensor, and six IMUs. One IMU each at A, B, D, and E. At C, there are
two IMUs: one gyroscope and one 4 kHz accelerometer to measure body
vibrations behind the ear. The left temple houses the battery and the right one
has the microcontroller. The IMUs are attached to a ﬂexible fulcrum (right) to
ensure snug ﬁt and good connection with heads of different sizes. The temple
tips are also ﬂexible so the user can twist them to ensure good ﬁt.

2. A data processing pipeline to identify food consumption
moments and automatically record food visuals to aid in
identifying the food type.

In this paper, we introduce FitByte, a pair of eyeglasses that
tracks the wearer’s food consumption using multi-modal sensing to capture all food consumption actions. FitByte (Figure 2)
detects: (1) chewing by monitoring jaw motion using four gyroscopes around the wearer’s ears; (2) swallowing by listening
to vibrations in the throat using a high-speed accelerometer; (3)
hand-to-mouth gestures using a proximity sensor; and (4) visuals of the consumed food using a downward-pointing camera.
The camera points downwards to capture only the area around
the user’s mouth (Figure 8); thus maintaining the privacy of
the wearer and people around them. The built-in camera also
provided the groundtruth information about the user’s activities for one of the two studies performed to model and evaluate
FitByte. To develop FitByte’s machine learning and sensor
selection algorithm, we put 18 participants in noisy conditions
(such as hiking, exercising, lunch meetings) as they consumed
foods and drinks of their choice. These situations allowed
us to collect training and validation data while the user was
walking, talking, eating, drinking sporadically, and naturally
performing other activities in noisy environments. Modeling
using such noisy data allows the algorithm to generalize across
conditions and perform well in free-living conditions. Our
experiments show that FitByte identiﬁes eating episodes with
94.1% recall and 91.4% precision in all ﬁve situations.

4. A preliminary investigation of FitByte’s social acceptability
and privacy concerns.

To test the system further, we developed a real-time implementation of our learned model to turn sensors on or off depending
on the model’s inferences. The most power-hungry sensor on
FitByte is the camera. The camera is also privacy-invasive.
Thus, we turned the camera on only when the model detected
that the user was eating or drinking. We evaluated this realtime implementation with ﬁve participants over 91 hours. Each
participant wore FitByte for 12 hours each day for up to two
days. Overall, across the two studies, FitByte was able to
detect 61 out of 69 meals or snacks, and falsely detected only
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3. A real-time implementation of the algorithm that allows
an untethered wearable to monitor diet and capture food
visuals using the built-in battery.

5. An annotated dataset of multi-sensor data collected in the
user studies to aid in reproducibility and enable expansion
of current work.
RELATED WORK

Prior work in automatic diet monitoring (ADM) has focused
on detecting atomic actions that a user makes to eat or drink,
such as detecting hand to mouth movement, chewing, and
swallowing. Researchers have tried to identify these actions
by monitoring activities of the wrist, jaw, and throat, as well
as detecting chewing and swallowing sounds using different
sensing modalities [23, 27].
Detecting Jaw Motions

Several sensing approaches have been employed to detect
jaw movement. GlassSense [12] monitors jaw activity from
the temple using two load cells embedded in the hinge of
custom eyeglasses to detect eating episodes. Similarly, Farooq and Sazonov [14] used a piezoelectric strain sensor
placed on the temporalis muscle to detecting chewing bouts.
Bedri et al. [5, 6] used three infrared proximity sensors embedded in an off-the-shelf earpiece. The sensors detect the ear
canal deformation due to movement of the lower jaw bone tip.
Chun et al. [11] used an infrared proximity sensor placed on a
necklace and positioned it pointing upward to detect jaw motion. Rahman et al. used the inertial sensor placed in Google
Glass to collect a data set of human activities in a controlled
setting from 38 participants [24]. EarBit is another system that
used inertial sensors to detect jaw motion due to chewing [4].
Bi et al. [7] put EMG gel electrodes and a contact microphone
behind participants’ ear. Zhang and Amft built custom 3D
printed eyeglasses with EMG sensors [34, 35]. The EMG
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dry electrode is placed on the eyeglasses temples to capture
the Temporalis muscle movement. The system achieved 95%
F1- score for detecting chewing instances in unconstrained
environments.
All these approaches to detect jaw motion work and many
of the recent work modeled the data from semi-constrained
environments. However, because these approaches focus on
detecting only jaw motion, it is hard to detect liquids and soft
solids such as yogurts and ice-creams. For that, there is a need
to add other sensing modalities.
Detecting Chewing and Swallowing Sounds

To detect liquids and solids, the most promising approach is to
listen to throat sounds using a sensor in the ear or on the neck.
Some commercial products like breastfeeding monitors1 also
use a similar approach. In lab studies, past work has shown
that a microphone placed inside the ear could distinguish eating from other activities [3]. A number of efforts have also
studied the neck as the sensor location to listen to chewing
and swallowing sounds [8, 21, 25, 33].
One of the primary challenges with these approaches is achieving usable performance outside the lab as microphones (even
surface-coupled) are extremely susceptible to environmental
noise and motion artifact.
Detecting Hand Movements

Another well-studied approach to detect food consumption
is by observing hand movements using inertial sensors.
Amft et al. [1] instrumented two participants with four XSensMT-9B motion sensors placed on the upper and lower arm of
each hand, who performed several activities in a controlled
setting. Dong et al. [13] instrumented participants with inertial
sensors on wrist for long periods of time (between 8.5 and
12 hours). Thomaz et al. [29] also had participants wear an
inertial sensor on wrist and asked them to engage in several
eating and non-eating activities.
Tracking hand motion for dietary monitoring is promising
because of ubiquity of wrist-worn motion sensors. However,
large variance between users and the similarity of the handto-mouth gesture to other regular hand movements makes it
challenging in unconstrained environments.
Identifying Food Type

To identify food type, some approaches rely on differences in
the pattern of motion or sounds produced when eating or drinking that speciﬁc food [9, 19, 25]. Such approaches often fail in
unconstrained situations as correlation between food type and
body gestures may not be sufﬁcient to account for general variability in the environment. Other approaches utilize a camera
to capture images of the food during an eating/drinking event
to identify its type. Prior attempts that have used a camera
suffered from a few issues including the inability to identify
moments of interest to trigger the camera, inability to consistently capture good view of the food, managing the camera’s
power consumption, and privacy concerns [17, 28, 30].
1 https://mymomsense.com
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Figure 3: An overview of physical phenomena sensed by past research efforts.
FitByte builds on past work and aims to sense all of these physical phenomena.
This table highlights representative examples from the literature and it does
not provide a complete survey.

What is Missing?

As Figure 3 shows, most approaches summarized so far focus
on sensing one particular physical phenomenon that captures
some aspect of food intake. However, to counter the noise of
real-world, it is attractive to utilize the redundancy of different
sensing modalities. By capturing multiple physical phenomena during food intake, diet monitoring systems can better
detect eating and drinking instance in unconstrained environments. For example, Mirtchouk et al. [19, 20] used Google
Glass, two smartwatches, and a headset to capture jaw motion
and hand gestures using inertial sensors, and recorded chewing
sounds using an in-ear microphone. However, wearing multiple devices was uncomfortable and socially-unacceptable.
HARDWARE

FitByte attempts to address the challenges listed at the end
of last section by ﬁnding sensing proxies for each sensing
approach such that it can be placed on a pair of eyeglasses.
For example, instead of detecting hand motions via a wristworn motion sensor, FitByte uses a proximity sensor to sense
when the hand comes close to the mouth. Overall, FitByte
detects jaw motion, hand gestures, swallowing and chewing
sounds, and opportunistically records food visuals to aid the
user in recalling their foods and drinks (last row of Figure 3).
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In this section, we describe the utility of different hardware
components of FitByte.
Form Factor

To ensure good compliance, it is important to use a commonplace and comfortable form factor. 76% of the adult population
in the U.S. wears some form of vision correction; with more
than 50% using eyeglasses2 . This number is poised to increase
further as smart eyeglasses become more popular and useful. Moreover, eyeglasses provide a perfect platform to sense
multiple phenomenon simultaneously.
Sensors

Existing diet monitoring approaches have mostly focused on
detecting one food intake action [22]. We believe, given noisy
situations encountered by most sensors, it is important to
maximize the number of sensed phenomena and add some
redundancy to sensing.
Proximity Sensor

Hand-to-mouth gestures are quite indicative of food consumption. Past work has investigated the use of wristworn IMUs to
model the shape of motion of the user’s hand as they consume
different foods [29]. Unlike past works that use wristworn
motion sensors, FitByte uses an infrared proximity sensor
(VCLN-4040) with a range of 20 cm (sampled at 50 Hz) at
the left edge of the frame facing the mouth region. From this
location, the sensor only detect when the hand comes close to
the mouth region (Figure 4). Given this sensor is very powerefﬁcient, we also use it as a switch to turn more power-hungry
sensors in FitByte’s real-time implementation.
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Camera

To help capture visuals of the consumed food, we use a miniaturized camera (Adafruit Mini Spy camera (480p video and
1280×720 photo)3 . We placed the camera at the top-right corner of the frame to capture activities around the mouth region
(Figure 8). This position stops the camera from capturing the
user’s entire face or scene in front of them. In addition, we
removed the microphone from the cameras.
Microcontroller and Power

FitByte uses a Teensy 3.6 board. The Teensy and the camera
module are placed in the right arm of the eyeglasses (Figure 2).
To power the setup, we used two 150 mAh LiPo batteries and
the SparkFun LiPo Charger Basic (Micro-USB) placed in the
eyeglasses’ left arm.
Fitting

To ensure a universal ﬁt, we iterated over different designs and
evaluated them with ﬁve new participants at each iteration. For
the ﬁnal design, instead of 3D printing the whole chassis, the
temple tips are made out of 10 gauge solid copper wire covered
with heat shrink. This ensures that the users can twist and turn
the temple tips to their size and ensure good contact. The wire
is also ﬂexible enough that it ﬂexes as the user’s jaw moves.
To measure throat vibrations, it is important to have the highspeed accelerometer in contact of skin. Thus, we added 3D
printed ﬂexible fulcrums to hold the sensors snug (Figure 2 (Right)). None of the participants in various pilot studies or the
formal data collection found FitByte uncomfortable. However,
participants who were not used to wearing eyeglasses felt
minor fatigue at the end of some of the sessions.

Gyroscopes

A number of past research efforts have shown that mastication
can be detected by observing movement of facial muscles [4,5,
11]. To track chewing, we placed four gyroscopes (MPU9250;
sampling at 50 Hz) on the arms of the eyeglasses to monitor
the movement of the temporalis muscle and the jaw bone
from both sides (Figure 2: A-D). Although one gyroscope
might be enough to measure this movement, we placed four
sensors to evaluate the best location for the sensor and utility
of combining information from multiple sensors. In addition,
we added a ﬁfth gyroscope in the nose bridge (Figure 2: E)
to help in canceling any large body motions (such as head
turning or walking) captured by other gyroscopes.

ALGORITHM

In this section, we explain our signal processing and machine
learning approach to detect when food is consumed (Figure 5).
We also assess what sensors are most useful for an accurate
detection and develop a real-time implementation that relies
on a subset of sensors. Once it is inferred that the user is eating/drinking, FitByte opportunistically records food visuals.
3 https://www.adafruit.com/product/3202

High-Speed Accelerometer

To monitor swallowing and chewing sounds, we use an accelerometer (MPU9250, sampling at 4 kHz). Instead of placing the sensor directly on the throat, we placed the sensor as
close to the throat while still being on the eyeglasses. We
attached the sensor to the tip of the right temple (C in Figure 2); which positions it underneath the ear and close to the
lower jaw and throat. At this location, it can capture vibrations
propagated due to swallowing (vertical arrows in Figure 4).
As evident in the ﬁgure, the sensor also captures vibrations
due to chewing and talking. We will model the accelerometer
data to ﬁlter out the noise from talking in the next section.
2 https://www.thevisioncouncil.org/sites/default/ﬁles/Q415-Topline-

Overview-Presentation-Stats-with-Notes-FINAL.PDF
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Figure 4: Signals from FitByte’s sensors as the user performs different
activities. The point in times marked by the vertical arrows at the bottom
indicate swallows.
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Initially, FitByte records data from all 5 gyroscopes (50 Hz),
high-speed accelerometer (4 kHz), and the proximity sensor
(50 Hz). We then condition and ﬁlter the sensor data, and
extract relevant features. A machine learning model then
recognizes eating and drinking events and distinguishes them
from other everyday activities such as movement, talking, and
no-activity.
Signal Conditioning and Feature Extraction

First, all data is smoothed with a 5-second moving average
window to remove any high-frequency noise. Second, we
compute the ﬁrst derivative of the gyroscope signals to remove
any drift. Then, we segment the conditioned signals for each
sensor into 5-seconds windows sliding by 1 second.
Features for the Gyroscopes

FitByte uses gyroscopes near the ear to monitor jaw motion,
the gyroscope data is repetitive for FitByte too (Figure 4 "Eats
Chips"). Bedri et al. [4] used a similar gyroscope mounted
near the ear for diet monitoring. They developed features to
estimate the periodicity and shape of the repetitive motion of a
masticating jaw. Thus, we use the same features as Bedri et al.
for all four gyroscopes (i.e., 13 features × 3 axes × 4 gyroscopes = 156 features).
Features for the Proximity Sensor

For the proximity sensor, we calculate mean, variance, entropy, absolute median, number of peaks above an empiricallydeﬁned threshold, and variance of duration between peaks.
Features for the High-Speed Accelerometer

For the accelerometer, FitByte extracts features from the spectrogram (|FFT| = 40 bins) after quantizing it into 18 bins.
Figure 4 shows the spectrograms for the accelerometer only
up to 250 Hz. Most of the information related to dietary activities were concentrated in this lower frequency band. Thus,
we dedicated four equal size bins for the region under 100 Hz.
The region between 100 Hz and 600 Hz was divided into 10
50 Hz bins, and 600 Hz to 2 kHz was divided into 4 bins. We
used the same 5 second window to compute feature from all 18
bins. We speciﬁcally calculate mean, variance, entropy, 95%
and 5% percentile, number of peaks, and variance between the
peaks. These features mainly focus on measuring the energy
and the degree of variation in each bin.
Detecting Food Consumption

FitByte’s 5 second long feature extraction window moves with
a step size of 1 second. Thus, we classify every second into 5
activities: eating, drinking, walking, talking, and silence (or no
activity). We trained a Random Forest classiﬁer (Scikit-learn
implementation, default parameters, 100 trees). To ensure user
independence, we validated our models using leave-one-userout-cross validation and did not use any data from the same
participant.
FitByte’s primary task is to detect food consumption episodes.
This recognition is performed in three stages:
Frame-level Recognition:

Here we detect whether the user is consuming food at a 1 second resolution. Achieving reasonable precision and recall at
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such high resolution is not directly useful for the wearer, but it
lays the foundation for other more usable results.
Intake-level Recognition

At this stage, we convert the high-resolution inferences into
an intake-level decision, i.e., whether the user took a bite
(informed either by the hand-to-mouth gesture sensed by the
proximity sensor or biting sensed by gyroscopes) and then
continued to chew (for at least 3 seconds) or swallowed or
gulped. Although FitByte does not estimate the amount of
food consumed, researchers have found that estimating food
amount would depend on accurately detecting each intake
gesture [2, 20]
FitByte makes intake-level recognition by averaging the conﬁdence values of frame-level inferences with a 5-second window and setting a threshold at 0.5 overall conﬁdence. We
then drop detected intakes that were less than 3 seconds long.
In our evaluation we use the coverage and the delay metrics.
The coverage can be deﬁned as the percentage of the event’s
duration that was correctly recognized. The delay is the time
between the beginning of the event and the time the system
starts to recognize it.
Episode-level Recognition

From the user’s perspective, to maintain their food journal,
they mainly need to note each meal or snack or drink. We call
these events "episodes." We assume that two consecutive food
episodes will be separated by at least 5 minutes. We compute
the duration of the episode by merging any detected intakes
that are within 5 minutes from each other.
Identifying Food Type

FitByte does not directly detect food types. It aids the users in
recalling their foods and drinks by showing them opportunistically recorded visuals of foods. We use the information from
other sensors to detect an opportune moment to capture the
visuals from the camera. This reduces the user’s information
load. For each food consumption episode, we identify the
moment when FitByte is most conﬁdent of its inference. We
initially experimented with simply taking a still photograph
at the right moment. However, it is often hard to ensure that
the image is not blurry or occluded. Thus, starting at the moment of high conﬁdence in inference, we extract a 30 second
video clip from the camera. These videos can be shown to
the user after the food consumption episode or at the end of
the day to recall the actual food. The same footage can also
be labeled by crowd workers or a machine learning model to
further automate the overall process. In our current evaluation, we simulated the crowd workers scenario by employing
2 independent research volunteers to label food types from the
extracted video clips. The crowd workers had the option of
looking at a thumbnail of the extracted clip to label it or watch
the video in case they were not sure.
DATA COLLECTION AND SYSTEM EVALUATION

We conducted the data collection and evaluation of FitByte
in two separate studies. In the ﬁrst study, we collected a
dataset from a set of short common everyday activities to build
models for eating and drinking detection and evaluated the
performance of sensor combinations. In the second study,
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Figure 5: FitByte’s machine learning pipeline

we assessed the ecological validity of FitByte by testing the
developed models on a new 91 hours dataset collected in
the unconstrained free-living environment. We also did a
preliminary investigation on the perceived privacy and social
acceptability aspect of the system.
Scripted Semi-Constrained Study

Evaluating a diet monitoring system in unconstrained situations is often done by running long sessions that extend from
a few hours to a whole day. This is done to ensure that the
participant encounters enough noisy situations and eats at will,
at their pace. Building robust eating detection models require
ﬁne-grain annotations of all activities during these long sessions (mostly done by recording video footage of the session).
This approach requires laborious labeling effort and is usually
limited by the battery life of the recording device [4,11]. Thus,
instead of asking the user to wear FitByte for extended periods,
we put them in noisy situations and got concentrated usage of
the device.
Study Design

In this study, the participants performed ﬁve different activities (one in each session): a lunch meeting, grabbing and
consuming snacks from a nearby cafe, exercising, hiking, and
watching TV (Figure 1). These situations were chosen to
ensure the participants get to talk, walk, encounter noisy situations, and eat food of their choice, at their pace, in a real-world
setting.

For each activity, we collected ten sessions from 5 males and 5
females participants (18 to 36 years old). Not all participants
were able to perform all ﬁve activities due to time constraints.
No external cameras were used to record participants’ actions
in this study. The only camera used is FitByte’s built-in camera, and it was set to run on video mode throughout the session.
We assessed the footage from this camera during annotation
to identify the participant’s activities.
Annotations

To annotate the dataset, we used Elan 5.24 . Two researchers
labeled the dataset and a third researcher reviewed the annotations. Using the videos and audio obtained from the on-board
camera, we labeled all activities in a session at a 1 second resolution. The activities were annotated as either eating, drinking,
talking, motion/walking, or silence. We segment bites and
chews into separate intakes by assuming that any chewing,
or swallowing separated by more than 5 seconds belongs to
different intakes. For eating, the intake ends when the participants stop chewing. For drinking, the intake ends after 1
second of the user bringing their hand down or as soon as the
participant starts talking.
Free-living Environment Unconstrained Study

In this study, we aim to evaluate the performance of FitByte
for an extended period of time in the real world without any
constrains on the participant’s behavior.
Study Design

When participants came in, they wore FitByte, and the researcher helped them adjust the temple tips for ﬁtting, comfort,
and snugness. Each session lasted for 15 to 30 minutes. After
setting up the device, participants had the freedom to perform
the session alone (except for the lunch meeting) or in the
company of one of their friends or colleagues.

We asked participants to wear FitByte continuously for 12
hours a day for as many days they can. Due to the small battery, the onboard camera can only record videos for a limited
duration. Thus, for ground truth, we used an external camera
similar to the onboard one and attached it to the participant’s
shirt. The camera faced upward to capture the participant’s
face. We powered this external camera with an external battery
kept in the participant’s pocket (4000 mAh).

We did not restrict any of the activities to a speciﬁc place. The
snack break consisted of walking to a cafe or a nearby store,
buying and consuming a drink and/or a snack. The participants
watched TV in a home environment, where they had the choice
of snacks and beverages during the session. They exercised
in an on-campus gym, or at their house. Lastly, only hiking
required the participant to walk throughout the entire session,
and it was conducted in either a park or the CMU campus
lawns.

At the end of the study, we asked the participants about their
perception of social acceptability and privacy implications of
the device in a semi-structured interview. To ensure FitByte
can run for more than 12 hours using an onboard battery, we
implemented the real-time version of the machine learning algorithm. We developed this algorithm based on data collected
in the ﬁrst study.
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Figure 6: Eating Detection Results for the semi-constrained study. Framelevel results will not have coverage because those inferences are already made
at a 1 second resolution.

To evaluate the real-time version, we recruited 5 participants
(1 female), age between 21-30 years, all university students.
Three participants wore the device for two days and two for
one day. All session recordings lasted for 12 hours except
P5. With P5, the prototype malfunctioned and we had to end
the study after 7 hours. In total, we collected 91 hours of
free-living data.
Participants started the study at different times in the morning
(between 8 am and 11 am) and took it off 8 or 12 hours
later. The dataset contains a very diverse set of activities
across different participants, which included cooking, driving,
working in a chemical lab, working in an ofﬁce, laying down,
taking public transports, grocery shopping, exercising in a
gym and many more.
Annotations

The annotation process was similar to the short term study.
Since collected data is used as a test dataset, annotations were
only made for eating and drinking instances and every other
activities were considered part of the null class. The external
mini camera footage was used as ground truth for participants’
activities. All annotations were done by one member of the
research team and reviewed by a second member.
RESULTS

In this section we present FitByte’s performance with regards
to detecting eating and drinking at the frame, intake, and
episode level. We will also discuss the results for an evaluation
we ran with 2 volunteers to recognize the food type from video
segments automatically generated by FitByte.
Eating Detection

We conducted a user-independent evaluation for detecting
eating instances with all sensors on FitByte. At a frame-byframe level (i.e., every 1 second) the system achieved 83.1%
accuracy. When aggregating and ﬁltering the results to intake
level, the system obtained 93.8% recall, 82.8% precision (considering intake detection is a binary task, recall and accuracy
are same). The average coverage for these intake events (i.e.,
the intake duration detected by the model) is 73.1% and the
mean delay in detecting the beginning of the event is 2.5 seconds(the mean intake duration in the annotated videos was
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Figure 7: Shows timeline of two scenarios from the user study. (Top) FitByte
fails to detect drinking activity when the user occasionally sips liquid while
walking. (Bottom) However, FitByte succeeds in detecting drinking episodes
when the user drinks for longer and drinking is not completely occluded by
other activities.

56.3 seconds). The intake-level inferences are useful to quantify the amount of food consumed. At the episode level, the
system was able to detect 32 out of the 34 eating events in the
data set and only 3 falsely recognized episodes. The overall
mean coverage for detected activities was 96.3% and the average delay was 6.5 seconds (the average duration for eating
events was 304.3 seconds). Figure 6 provides a summary of
the results.
Drinking Detection

For identifying drinking episodes, the system obtained 64.5%
recall and 56.7% precision at the intake level. On investigating
the reason for signiﬁcantly low performance as compared
to eating, we found that drinking in unconstrained situation
happened in three different ways – either sporadic, short sips
of liquid, mixed with other noisy activities (especially while
hiking), or more continuous drinking events where the user
took more than small sips with some sporadic noisy activity
(i.e. series of short sips,or along sustained series of gulps)
For example, having a coffee while reading a book at a cafe.
Figure 7 shows an actual scenario from our data collection
for the two cases. While FitByte fails at detecting situations
like Scenario 1 in Figure 7, it very accurately identiﬁes events
similar to Scenario 2 (7 episodes in the dataset) where the
duration between sips does not exceed 30 seconds.
Considering our goal here is to assist the users in maintaining
their food journal, we also considered combining the eating
and drinking results to assess the ability of detecting food
consumption events. Even here, FitByte would still capture a
mixed eating and sporadic drinking event as food consumption
and would provide a footage of the episode that would contain
both activities. In this case, our food consumption episode
classiﬁer obtains 97.5% recall and 92.8% precision.
Identifying Food Type

We triggered the camera using FitByte’s IMUs and proximity
sensors to capture food visuals (Figure 8). To assess the efﬁcacy of our automatic trigger for the camera, we recruited two
volunteers to identify food type from video snippets generated
by FitByte. From each episode that was classiﬁed as eating
or drinking, we generated 2 video snippets and showed them
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to the volunteers. The volunteers viewed the ﬁrst 10 seconds
of the video and identiﬁed food type. If they were not sure
about the food type, they were presented with 2 options; either
to continue watching the video for up to 30 seconds, or move
on to the next video. Each volunteer assessed 20 randomlysampled sessions. For all 40 trials, the volunteers were able to
correctly identify the food type for 37 trials. We found that all
misclassiﬁed videos had extremely low lighting or signiﬁcant
occlusions by the hand. In general, the results indicated that
FitByte can be used to effectively recall meals and snacks at
the end of the day by quickly scrubbing through the captured
videos. Sample videos can be seen here: Video 1; Video 2;
and Video 35 .
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this sensor is important and an important ﬁrst line of defense.
It acts as a low-power trigger for other costlier sensors. We
can see evidence of this claim in the improved performance
for sensor combinations that include the proximity sensor. The
combination of accelerometer, gyrocope behind the ear, and
proximity sensor gives the highest accuracy among all other
combinations (Figure 10). This shows that by using one IMU
(accelerometer+gyroscope) and a proximity sensor we can
capture food consumption moment with an accuracy close to
combinations of all sensors.

Sensor Selection

FitByte uses multiple sensors for diet monitoring. While these
sensors help in accurately identifying eating moments and
food types, they are probably also an overkill. We decided
to have all the sensors on the initial prototype to provide the
necessary redundancy for analysis. Thus, we investigated how
different sensors contribute in the end. Instead of investigating
the contribution of individual features in the machine learning model, we developed different models with a subset of
sensors. We did not change any hyper-parameters or tried to
tune them as the goal was not to formally benchmark each
sensor. Figures 9 shows the comparison of the performance of
different sensing modality and the combination of all sensors.
It is evident that the 4 kHz accelerometer was the best performing sensor, and the proximity sensor was the worst. However,
none of the three sensors can beat the performance of combining all their data together. When reviewing cases where
individual modalities fail, our ﬁndings corroborated with past
research (i.e., the modality that detects chewing (gyroscopes)
fails in detecting drinks and the proximity senor produces false
positives from undesired hand-to-mouth gestures). Although
the proximity sensor performs worst in comparison to other
sensors in isolation, when used with other sensors (Figures 10),
5 If a video link does not work, please contact the ﬁrst author at:
bedri@cmu.edu

Figure 8: Samples from FitByte’s on-board camera for food intake moments.
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Figure 9: Performance of different sensing modalities compared to the performance of all sensors in the semi-constrained Study

Real-time Implementation

Informed by the outcomes of the ﬁrst study, we made modiﬁcations to FitByte to improve its battery life and make it
practical for real-world applications. The modiﬁcations include changes to the hardware design and introducing a policy
for sensor activation. These changes enabled the system to
run for a day on the onboard battery without a recharge. To
reduce FitByte’s power consumption, we made the system
so that it only uses a single temple gyroscope (bottom-right),
nose-bridge gyroscope, accelerometer, proximity sensor, and
camera.

Figure 10: Performance of different subsets of sensors in the semiconstrained Study
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Moreover, we noticed that most of the activities contained
signal in the 0-1 kHz band. Therefore, we decided to sample
the accelerometer at 2 kHz, and we also reduced the sampling
rate for other sensors to half because the sensed activities
(i.e., chewing, walking, hand to mouth gestures) occur at less
than 10 Hz frequency. We veriﬁed the validity of this approach by training and testing our food intake models on the
downsampled version of the data set and the performance was
largely unaffected. We also optimized the processor power
consumption by enabling the deep sleep functionality and setting the processor clock to 16 MHz. All these steps helped in
signiﬁcantly reducing the overall power consumption.
With all these modiﬁcations, the overall measured current of
the system, excluding the camera is 28.4 mA at 3.7 V during
regular operation. When triggering the camera, the camera
consumes 110 mA and the drawn current by the rest of the
system jumps to 100 mA because the processor uses two I/O
pins to control activation and recording of the camera. To make
sure that the users can quickly browse through the videos, we
restrict the captured video duration to a maximum of 2 minutes.
If we assume the maximum number of triggers per hour (30
times) the camera will be active for 390 seconds per hour,
which means the camera will draw 11.9 mA/h and rest of
the system will draw approximately 36.1 mA/h. Thus, in the
worst-case scenario, the system requires an 864 mAh battery
to last for 18 hours. The FitByte prototype used in the ﬁrst
study had 300 mAh battery. To increase the charge capacity
of the device, we removed the internal battery charging board
and added 600 mAh in battery capacity. The ﬁnal prototype
had 900 mAh charge capacity without signiﬁcantly changing
the physical dimensions (3 mm increase in the arm width).
Unconstrained Evaluation in a Free-living Environment

To assess the performance of FitByte we evaluated the accuracy using the trained model from the scripted semiconstrained evaluation.
Using the same ﬁltering parameters for in the short term evaluation, the system was able to detect 22 out of 28 episodes
with 89% average coverage. The missed episodes were short
(less than 10 seconds), and two of them are drinking episodes.
The system had 4 false positives corresponding to silence and
talking activities. On the intake level the system achieved
84.7% precision, 75.4% recall and 68.2% coverage and on the
frame level it achieved 65.3% precision and 60.7% recall.
From the detected events, we extracted the associated short
video footage captured by the Fitbyte camera and showed
them to a crowd worker to identify the food type. On average
the system triggered 122 times per session. We marked videos
that were recorded during the event or close to it (5 seconds
before or after an event) as videos of interest. We asked one
crowd worker to visualize and identify all food types seen in
the video. The selected videos ranged between 20 to 5 per
session. From the 22 recognized food intake episodes, the
crowd worker was able to identify the food type in 20 events
correctly. Two events were not easily recognized because bad
lighting conditions. Here are samples of the captured videos
Video 1, Video 2 and this is a sample of a video with low
lighting condition Video 3.
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Privacy and Social Acceptability

As part of our evaluation, we did a preliminary assessment
of FitByte’s perceived privacy and social acceptability. We
conducted semi-structured interviews with the ﬁve participants
in the long-term study after they wore the device for a day
or two in public. In general, participants thought the use of
the eyeglasses form factor helped in making the device socially acceptable. People around them were either curious to
know what does this special looking glasses do, or they were
indifferent about it, but none of the participants reported any
perceived feelings of discomfort from wearing the device in
public. One participant mentioned wearing the device in a
cafe and he said "I was surprised no one was looking at me.
I ordered my coffee and the cashier did not ask me about it"
Another participant mentioned "When I was walking around
on campus people stopped and asked me what are the special
glasses for? I think they probably noticed it’s 3D printed and
has no lenses on it". All participants said that they would wear
a device like FitByte if they get to customize its look to ﬁt their
style. When asked about future changes they would like to see
in FitByte, most participants mentioned they would prefer if
the device has thinner temples (or arms) and lighter weight.
Regarding privacy concerns, participants mentioned that the
placement of the on-board camera made wearing it in public
less concerning, mainly because the lens is looking down to
the side of the user’s face and not to the front. Participants
mentioned that people did not notice there is a camera unless
the participant mentions it. One participant said "My wife
asked me where is the camera looking at? After I showed her
it was looking to the side of my face, she was ﬁne with it".
Another participant said, "If someone sits very close to my left
side, I would mention that I’m wearing a camera, otherwise
I see no need to bring it up". In addition, all participants expressed that they would prefer to have a way to manually turn
the camera off in case they do not want to record clips during a
speciﬁc activity. Also, two participants said they would prefer
that the system would detect eating or drinking ﬁrst before
turning the camera on to ensure that it’s only recording when
they need it to.
DISCUSSION

FitByte was able to detect almost all eating events, irrespective
of the amount of noise. The eyeglasses were able to recognize
that the user was eating, on average, in 6.4 seconds. Thus,
FitByte can enable fast notiﬁcations or interventions (e.g., remind a person with diabetes to not eat a donut). Moreover,
FitByte also accurately (96.3%) detected the duration of the
eating episode and the number of intakes (93.8%). Using the
performance of each individual sensor as a proxy for performance for the corresponding phenomenon (e.g., proximity
sensor for hand-to-mouth gesture), it is evident that combining
multiple modalities outperforms individual ones (Figure 9
and 10). Besides, FitByte can capture visuals of the food in
a privacy-preserving way. These visuals allow users to recall
more important details about the event like food type, food
amount, location, and the social context. We also showed
that the captured footage was sufﬁcient for crowd workers to
identify food types in almost all cases despite a few challenges
with lighting conditions.
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Drinking Detection

Beyond Food Journaling

Drinking can be a single sip, a series of short sips, or a long
sustained series of gulps (e.g., chugging). FitByte can reliably
detect the latter two, but detecting a single sip is hard as it is
a very short event. FitByte fails to detect sporadic drinking
while moving or talking, but it reliably detects repeated sips,
as long as the sips are within 30 seconds. If the user drinks and
moves or talks at the same time, the high-speed accelerometer
gets inundated by noise (surface noise due to motion artifact
or bone conduction due to speech) making it difﬁcult to detect
swallowing instances.

Overall, FitByte has usable performance for most aspects of
diet monitoring. It helps the wearer in recalling what they consumed while maintaining a single commonplace form factor.
Moving forward, we are working on deploying FitByte with
different populations (e.g., multiple sclerosis patients to detect
depression and fatigue, obese teenagers, pregnant women).
In conjunction with diet monitoring, we are also working on
measuring physiology (such as sleep quality, blood pressure,
instantaneous spikes in glucose levels) and better understand
the relationship between diet and disease.

Ranging Sensor

For the realtime implementation, we introduce a set of modiﬁcations to the hardware to help improve battery life. This
approach enabled the system to run for 16.5 hours on a single
charge, which highlights the potential of using FitByte for
everyday use. During an initial pilot, we found that the camera
triggered with a rate of 20 times every hour. Upon investigation, we found that the proximity sensor (VCNL4040) was
susceptible to ambient light changes, mainly when a user used
their phone or computer. To address this issue, we added another moving-average ﬁlter (size=10 samples) to the proximity
signal. The ﬁlter reduced the number of false triggers, but in
the future, a time-of-ﬂight ranging sensor will be better.
Privacy and Social Acceptability

Systems with a wearable camera usually raise privacy concerns
for users and bystanders. Google Glass is a popular example
of that. Although several precautions were taken in its design
to ensure that the camera is not recording without a clear
indicator to the user and bystanders, the ability to hack the
device and record video and audio without consent has been
a major concern for customers and governments [26, 31]. In
our design, we tried to approach this challenge by eliminating
some of the sources of concern. We removed the microphone
from the camera module to ensure no audio is recorded and
we pointed the camera downwards to only capture the user’s
mouth. We did a preliminary investigation of the perceived
social acceptability and privacy implications of the device
with participants. The outcome of this short investigation
indicated that users and bystanders are generally tolerable to
the on-board camera once they know it points at the wearer’s
mouth region and is not recording audio. In the future, we plan
to more deeply investigate the privacy and social aspects of
FitByte with a large and diverse group of users and bystanders.
FitByte Design

The design process involved building several iterations of the
device and testing them with a diverse group of participants.
One of the major trade-offs was in the placement of the 4 kHz
accelerometer. Placing the sensor closer to the center of the
throat provides the best swallowing signal, but having a sensor
extend outside the glasses frame to the throat was socially
unacceptable. Thus, we experimented with several locations
around the ear and nose and found locations below the ear (B
and C in Figure 2) to give a reasonable swallowing signal as
seen in Figure 4.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced FitByte — a one-size-ﬁts-all pair
of eyeglasses that tracks when a user eats or drinks, and automatically takes a video snippet of their food and aid identifying
food type. We conducted two studies to evaluate FitByte’s performance outside the lab. Fitbyte recognizes eating episodes
with 94.1% accuracy and detects that the user is eating withing
7 seconds and estimates the duration of the eating episode with
96.3% accuracy. Using the footage captured by the on-board
camera, volunteers were able to identify food type 37 of 40
eating and drinking episodes. When tested for multiple hours
during the day, Fitbyte demonstrated similar performance. Participants who wore the device for extended periods during the
day indicated that the eyeglasses form factor made the system
more socially acceptable to wear in public. We hope FitByte
becomes a catalyst in ensuring smart glasses of the future support automatic diet monitoring; similar to how ﬁrst-generation
wrist-worn computers supported step counting.
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